
Cerexio Self-Service Analytics offers the ultimate platform merging AI and analytics for
smarter, automated decisions with 100% success guarantee. Gain agile, accurate, and
value-adding decision intelligence with near real-time insights. Empower data players
and decision-makers to effortlessly capture essential data streams, anytime, anywhere,
unlocking a future of actionable success stories.

Actionable data-driven success stories start here with Cerexio Self-Service Analytics- the
heartbeat of your information system.
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Descriptive to Prescriptive: Supercharge decisions
with descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics
advantages. Benefit from foolproof data
management, covering collection, cleaning, analysis,
and visualisation, empowering diverse teams to make
faster, real-time decisions.

Enable your team to effortlessly glean insights,
regardless of their data analytics expertise. Leverage
AI and ML technologies to build data models and
seamlessly capture, access, visualise, and analyse data
via intuitive dashboards.

Transform your data into guaranteed success actions swiftly with Cerexio Self-Service
Analytics. Enable effortless insights regardless of expertise, leverage cloud agility,
embedded analytics, and exemplary governance to empower your team and drive
performance-enhancing decisions. Here are a few of the key reasons why we stand on
the winning edge as self-service smart data solution providers:

Cerexio Cerexio Self-Service Analytics: quick success
actions with the shortest Industry 4.0 route

A SELF-SUFFICIENT
STRATEGY

Utilise native cloud multi-tenant architecture for rapid
deployment, scaling without limitations. Enjoy equal
benefits across all data specialists, from scientists to
developers, with pro-code and low-code applications
automating critical insights.

CLOUD-POWERED
AGILITY

From embedded analytics to self-serve reporting tools,
experience a fully integrated system. Optimise data
experiences with built-in tools, ensuring flexibility and
offering data visualisation anytime, anywhere.

DYNAMIC EMBEDDED
ANALYTICS

EMPOWERING
INSIGHTS

Leading the Way: Ensure the quality, relevance, and
timeliness of your data with cutting-edge governance
tools. Establish a robust foundation for advanced
analytics, setting the stage for innovation and
competitive edge.

EXEMPLARY DATA
GOVERNANCE

Integrating state-of-the-art technologies, this tool
swiftly delivers accurate, actionable insights. Eliminate
delays and inefficiencies, positioning your company as
a leader with agility and technological prowess.

PERFORMANCE-UPHEAVING
INSIGHT GENERATION

KEY HIGHLIGHTS



AI

AI-Empowered BI Selection

Choose the ideal analytics solution with an AI-driven evaluation
checklist tailored to event quality, time, and structure. The
Business Intelligence selector offers a range of options to help
your data specialists based on their operational requirements. 

AI-Powered Data Search

Access data easily with user-friendly search engines, regardless
of organisational size, enhancing data sharing and collaboration.
Search your data more efficiently, smartly and most importantly
with less time and effort using this tool. 

Efficient Data Cataloguing

Organise and access actionable datasets efficiently with a smart
data cataloguing engine, accelerating insights. Streamline data
access and organisation, empowering faster insights and
informed decision-making.

Futuristic Data Visualisation

Experience immersive, simulation-based data visualisation
environments for informed decision-making. Immerse yourself in
dynamic visualisations that simulate real-world scenarios,
enhancing understanding and foresight.

Discover our extensive range of modules crafted to empower your team with intuitive
tools, actionable insights, and unmatched efficiency in decision-making. Below, we've
outlined key modules to provide you with a thorough understanding of the digital
capabilities that enhance data management for a seamless experience.

Empower Data Pools, Elevate and Skyrocket Your Success!

CEREXIO SELF-SERVICE ANALYTICS MODULES



CEREXIO SELF-SERVICE ANALYTICS MODULES

Interactive Dashboard Creation

Craft personalised dashboards effortlessly with drag-and-drop
gestures, enhancing visual storytelling.Empower storytelling with
intuitive dashboards, fostering engagement and clarity in data
communication.

Precision Data Storage

Utilise modern tools for smart, real-time data storage, ensuring
organisational efficiency and relevance. Harness modern tools to
ensure data accuracy and accessibility, optimising operational
efficiency and relevance.

Quality-Preserving Data Tools

Ensure data veracity with risk-free expression libraries and
governance tools, enabling focus on insightful choices.
Safeguard data integrity with reliable governance mechanisms,
promoting confidence in decision-making processes.

Tailored App Creation

Customise apps and reports instantly, sharing them with
stakeholders effortlessly through mobile-responsive portals.
Customise applications seamlessly, facilitating rapid
dissemination and adoption among stakeholders for increased
collaboration.

Unified Data Integration

Seamlessly integrate data from diverse sources with smart tools
and streaming capabilities for on-the-go data management.
Integrate data seamlessly across platforms, enabling agile
decision-making and holistic insights.



Shift from costly IT specialists to empowering
existing data players, enabling them to
generate insights with greater technical depth
through a codeless GUI approach.

Start your data optimisation and security journey with Cerexio Self-Service Analytics
System. Equip your data specialists to unearth valuable business insights and convert
obstacles into advantages with AI and big data capabilities. Join us and enjoy the
reliability and ease of modern data handling.

Connect with Cerexio and Open Your Your Gateway to
Data-Driven Success Today

BENEFITS 

Consolidate data management tasks and save
on costly analytics tools and IT resources by
leveraging cloud integration and seamless data
connections.

COST-EFFECTIVE
SOLUTIONS

Stay ahead of the curve with AI models,
intuitive dashboards, Big Data analytics, and
Blockchain technology integrated into Cerexio
Self-Service Analytics, driving digital
transformation for Industry 4.0 standards.

MODERNISE WITH
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Seize control of your decision-making with a
singular, intelligent analytics platform,
unleashing scalable solutions to uncover
hidden insights independently.

EMBRACE
AUTONOMY

Accelerate decision-making without waiting for
data specialists. Business users can swiftly
analyse data, make informed decisions, and
communicate with departments using user-
friendly worksheets.

ENHANCED INSIGHT
DELIVERY

MINIMISE IT
DEPENDENCY

Foster a culture of data literacy among
employees, enabling them to navigate and
extract insights independently, enhancing
profitability and strategic decision-making.

SELF-EMPOWERED
DATA LITERACY



Aerospace

Automotive

Chemical

Consumer Goods

Electronics

INDUSTRIES 
Cerexio Self-Service Analytics System, a transformative solution poised to revolutionise
data analytics across a diverse range of industries. From aerospace to healthcare,
manufacturing to telecommunications, our system empowers organisations in sectors
such as automotive, energy, pharmaceuticals, and more to unlock valuable insights and
drive success. Discover a comprehensive solution tailored to your industry needs,
providing a smarter, more timlier, and more efficient future for your operations.

Food and Beverage

Healthcare

Logistics and Distribution

Pharmaceutical

Textile

Don’t Hesitate to Get in Touch With Us for Further
Clarification or to Book a Demo This Week. The Contact

Particulars of Our Company Are as Below:

CONTACT US 

Tel: 1800 270 947

Email: info@cerexio.com.au

Address: 81-83 Campbell Street, Surry Hills, NSW 2010, Australia

www.cerexio.com.au

Tel: +(65) 6762 9293

Email: info@cerexio.com

Address: 21, Woodlands Close, #05-47 Primz Bizhub, Singapore 737854

www.cerexio.com
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